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ABSTRACT-
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ABSTRACT

9.

Possible bias in selection procedures used for employment and college admisSions is of great .

social and educational importance. However,, there are many different definitions of What
constitutes bias, With each definition based on different values i:nd With different\implications
or how selection should be accOmpiished. A number of these definitions df bias\* and their
implication's are examined, and a new modei of fairness. base_d on equal opportunity for
potentially soccessfui agplionts is presented. The equal opportunity model is suggested as an
intuitive0y appealing and:socially desirable model for use in many selection situations. \
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BIAS IN SELECTION

NencyS. Cdle'
. ,

.. The issue of bias", in 'the use of teths for the
selection Of minóriy droup members fo'r eMpldy-
ment and for admisOon to college has received -

Much attention in recent years. However, irek spith
wide concern with' the issue and its btoad

implications for our society', there has been little
agreement aboul what constItutes bias or what
procedures should be follOwed to alleviate it

, It 1 the peirpose of this paper to identify the
-,..alues and -beliefs-j_09ut fairneis,,which are the
,basesfOr scveral;dinitions of bias.and to provide
aptual procedures for the practitioner to.follow to
alleviate blas acCording to the definition he %

Nichooses. In addition, -a new definition olias bard''\--...-on the concept uf equil oPporturfitY fix/the
potentielly;successfy I applicaqt regardless of groui;
ineMbership is presented and suggested as an

appealin §. and sociLlly desirable idea of
fairness for 'many_ selection situations i employ-
ment and college admissions.

(

'Definitions of Selection Elias

Six models of selection bia, or its converrse
.selectiOn fairness, win be considered. They will be

. referred to here as the quota model, the regression'
rnodel, the Dapingtort model, tne employer's
Model, 'the norndike- model, nd the equal./opportunity mo

The Quota Model

006

The quota model of bias' invulves the idea that
fairness lies 10 some specified proportional repre-
sentdion, For example, a procedure which requires
a Priori that half of those, selected must be men
ind half rmen is°. based on a quota model.
Similarly, another quota model might requite that
the 'prpportion of minorfty: members employed by .

a firm.rnatch the proportion af minOrity members ,
in the ,OOpulationN. In both cases, the proportional
representation of particular groups is specified
a jiridri on the basis of 'value judgments about
fairness, and any procedure which fails fo yield the\

!specified proportions iS considered biaSed.

The Regressioll Model °

The regression model .of test bias follows from
definitiov of bias Which deal -with consistent
errors of prediction. For exampleiCleary' (1968)

',defined bias in the following way:

A test is biased for members of a subgroup of the
populatiori if, in the prediction of a criterion for which the
test is designed, cons.istent nonzero errors of prediction are
made for membe,rs of the subgroup (p. 115].

1311e author acknowledges the mew helpful suggestions of James
W. L. Cole..Gary R. Hanson, Leo A. Munday,.and Melvin R. Novick
in the preparation of this paper.



Anastasi (1,968) gave a siMilar definition: "Test
bias refers to overprediction or underprediction oi
criterion, measures [p. 559] ." These definitions
assume that fairness is achieved by 'selecting on the
basis Of predictions of a criteriOn score and lead to
the examination' of regression equations in the
separate groups 'for consistent driors of prediction.

fhe regression model of,bias hes been followed
'in a number 'of empirical studies of bias in the use
of. testS in college admissions (e.g:, Bowers, 1970,'
Cleary, 1968; Te(npo 1971). These studies have
been 'concerned tvith.possible bias in the tjse with
minority group mernbIrs of regression .equations'
baSed on a majority group...lf the regression .lines
are identical, in the groups, then the use of a single
prediction equation is considered fair. However, if
tlio equations are ncit iientical, then separate
regresiion equations must be used according to this
definition.of fairness.

Under a "fair" regresiion proced r in which
separate within-group regression uations are
used, the 'selecting, institution _is assured of the.
selection of those applicants with th'e highest
predicted criterion scores on the basis of the
available predictor variables. However, if the pre-
diction is poorer in one .group than in another,
ttien the selection cUtoff point .will be relativeltg:
higlgir in the group with the poorer prediCtion.
I nttlitively, when. prediction is poorone might
wish the cutoff points to _be lowered to reflect the
increesed. uncertainty. Under the regression model
the 'opposite occurs, and members of groups for
which prediCtion is" poor, are penalized in :the
selection process.

The Darlington Model .
.

Darlington (1971) argued that fairness can be
achieved only' by a kind of combination of the
regression model and the type of value judgments
made in the quota 'model. According to this model,
one must.first decide if there isispecialvalue in the
selection of members of some cUltural group. If so,
then one accepts some differene between criterion
scores.which will yield equally desirable candidates
fr in different groups.

2

For example, if it is valuable to ohtain minority
group members,sine might decide that a Minority
member's score of Y ocl a criterion it as desirable as
a score of y k an the criterion for majority
members. Using a variable C which has value zero
for minority group members and onefor majority
group members, a difference of k on Y is equiva-
lent to a difference of one on C. Thus, by selecting
on the basik of the variable' Y kC, the subjective
jUdgment about the inipoitanct of selecting-minor-
ity group members can be implemented; and in,
Dari;ngton's terms a,cUlturally optimum procedure
is achieved. When k is set poual to zero (when there

is no reasOn to' favor one cultural slipup:), this
model reduces to the regression Model.

The Employer'.1 Model

.Another.definition of bias has led to a different
seleCtion model. Guidn,.(1966) stated that

unPlir discrimination . c.:=,ts when persOns with equal
probabilities 'of success on the job halm uneqUal probabili-
ties ofteing hired for the job [p.,.26]

This definition .wes' implemented in a model
propoied by Einhorn and BasS (1971).

Einhorn and ;Bass, by considering the distribu-
- tion of criterion scoies about. the regression line,
prescribed predictor cutoff points for each sub-,
g 'up above which applicants have a specific
minimal chance of being successful (or scoring
abbve some specified criterion). For example;
suppose an empioyer (orselector) is willing to hire
ail applicants with at least a 70% chance of succesl.
-(or a 30% risk) as 6auged.by the predictorvariables
used. Then, the.predictor cutgff is chosen, at ihe
point at which the criterion pass point (Yp) ls
apprOximately one-half standad error of estimate
(a

)1.)i
I below -the predicted criterion (N) since

,

about 70% of the Ases fall above minus one-half
stridard deviation' 'n a normal distribution. In
terms of a unit normal deviate Z where Z =
(Yp .Y)/cf .x' Fr {Z > Zp} = .70. P .'y

Because the emPloyer (or selector) can set the
,

level of risk he is willing to assume, this model is
especially advantageous to the employerhence,



the reference to it Is the employer's model.
, However, as with the regression,' model, 'odor

prediction intone group decreases the chances of
selection of members 'of that group. When the

A

prediction is poor, the standard err% of estimate is
large; consequently, a higher predicted score (arid
Predictor cutoff) is re-quiretl to maintain the same
one-half standard error oi estimate difference
'between predicted criterion anJ the criteriO1 pass
point in the example. Thus, Po r Prediction lowers

- the chances, of success of a ,person with a high
predictor score nd consequently decreases his
chance of selection.

The Thorndike Model

Thorridike (19714 proposed yet a fifth defini;
tion,of bias or its Complement, fairness. in a fair
selection procedure;

o

the selectiOn'cutoff 'points .in the two groups on
the preJictor variable.

Thorndike's idea o"lairness as a niatch of
selection rate to'success rate has intuitive appeal in
that it eliminates the inequity of over-seletting in a
group in which prediction is better even when a
sutsstantial proportion of the, group with poorer
prediction could succeed if seleated. Thus, whereas
the regression a;CI employer's models are advan-
tageous primarily. :from the selecting- institutiori's
point of vciew, Thorndike's, model proposes a kind
Of fairness more' nearly appropriat frorn the ,

'applicant's viewpoint. The model of bias proposed
next; can, be seen as a logical extension and
refinempit. or the Thorndike model to an even
more intuitively appealing idea of fairneiss to the
applicant in a selection procest.,

. /

the qualifying scores on a test should be set ait leyeii that
will qualify applicants in the two groups in proportiyn'to
the fraction of the .two groups reaching a specified lirei of.--*''
criterion performance [p. 631. . -/

Although . more complicated sounding /at :first
glance, Thorndike's is, actually a very simple
notion. lf, in Group A, 50% of the members are
successful and; in Group B, 80% of tlie members
are successful, then

/
the proportion Of group A

members selected t those selected frOm Group B
should match 'the 50:80 success ratic: Thus,
Thorndike's model requires that the success ritia.
equal the selection ratio,or in terms of probability
statements, . \

Pr1{Y> Yp}

Pr2{Y> "fp}

Pri {X > X1}

Pr.2-{X > X2}

The Equal Opportunity Model )

In many selection situatic ns, the applicant who,
if selected, would be able .to succeect deserves a
guarantee of fairness in selectioh. Usually, not all
potentially successful applicanti\ean be selected
both because too few positions afe available and
because one i, unable to identify advancemith
surety Who will apd, who will not ucceed. How-
ever, when the distributiOn of a 1:siedictor and a.
criteridn of Success are known .by pa t experier4ce,
one Can ComPuthe probability that potentially
successful applicant has of being sele te& given a
fixed selection procedure.

Under each of the previous 036dels discussed, it
may happen that the chance-(of selebtion of a
potentially successful applicant in G?oup A is

, different from the chance of selection.Of such ah
applicant. in Group°B. Thus, two applicants, both

, (1)

_,.of-whom-could succeed (achieve a "criter
above a criterion pa ss point) if selectdd,
different .chances of sdiectinn because

score

ay have
trieie

where 'X is the predictor variable in the two grodps,
Y the, criterion,,,Yp the criterion "pass point" or
the predetermined criterion level of success, and X

group mernhership. Under the equal opportunity,'
model this type of unfairness is eliminated. '

.The principle of the equal opportubity model is
that, as a group, people who can achieve a
satisfaCtory criterion !Tore > Yp) should have
the same probabilifY of being .selected whether



inority'Or majority propneThbers. In terms of
/,probabilify statementsT the equal opportunity

hIodel specifies-that a selettion procedure is.fair
When

Pri-lX> XI IY.> Ypl = Pr2 {X> X2 > Ypl ,

(2)

Thus, equal opportunity as clefined in this model is
equal oppOrtunity to those\4vho timid be success-
fUl. If api'edictor cutoff is set in one group so that
the probability of being selected when potentiaHy

Successful is.80, then' the model requires that io
be fair the predictor cutOff must :be set in the
Whet- subgroufr to give the same conditional
probability,2

0.

he equal' opportunity model, like the em-
-ployer's model and Thorndike'S model,requires
the 'specification of a criterion pass point (Nip)
above which,performance is satisfactory and below
Which, unsatisfactory. Although it is pr,obably

reasonable to set such a point in'inosisityations of
'employment' ahd college admissions, a; the same
time the selecting institution often is -concerned
with degrees/of relative success. The equal oppor-
tunity .model, like ,the other two models, uses a
.zero-one utility model in wich utility for degrees
of relative sticcess is *included. However, when,
4a -s9lecting institution' rewards with graduation dr
wfitinuing employment those who achieve a
minimal leyél of competence, the zerb-oneutility
model is certainly relevant to the selection proctss.

Applications of the Bias ModeletO a Selection Situation
,

Six definitions of 613i have been presented, ed
each has sorne point of intuitive appeal. However,
there are ,many situations rn which they yield quite
different ansWef's to the que!tion. is a selection
procedure biased?". In this section -a type of
selection sitllation is described and t4te . pre-

scriptions for fairness which each definition of bias
yields are .derived in order to provide a common
ground fordirect comparison of the models of bias
in several hYpothetical sitUations.

A Selection Situation

In this paper a selection situation will involvea
certain number of .applicants. Ni from each of
several groups and a number of available openings
No where No < E N. For simplicity only stwo

groups in thiS section and in the exampleS which
follory.-in the next section gi considered. Also
onlY the case of a single predictor is considered
although the results ar.e identical for multiple
iirediction when Ithe within-group multiple regres-
sion eollation is used as a single predictor.

Selection is 'accomplished through the use.of ;t
predictor variable3 X .which in' each group has a
known relationship to a criteffion Y1' In the cases
examined here, it is asskimqd that. X and Y hire a
bivariati normal distribution in each group and that
the means '(px(i) and ), the standard devia-
tions (crx(i) 'and GA, ), and -the correlation

(rxv(i) ) are known from pasf experience. Then,
forYacrilerion pass.point or luccess point, Yo, the
selection problem' is to choose predictor cutoff
poi:As in each group, Xi; so that No applicants are
selected it'd that the particular fairness model is
satisfied. .

(2Darlington (1971) described foilr defin.itions of culturally fair osts
in terms of the correlation', rxc, of the piedictor varbible X ancl a

ultural variable C and then rejected all of the definitiOns in favor of
;he Darlington modie,I .described atnve: However, it is interesting to
note that the equal, bppOrtunity model satisfies Darl(ngton's lp. 73)
definition (3) which requires that r = r r and alinsequently

the present model prcniides an entirely different rationale Tor that
definitiOn.

t 3
It is possible to use different predictors for the different groups,

under each model e;cept Darlington's .mothil, However, Mr
notational simillicity the same Oeclictor variable X is ealt with in

. each group.
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In order to achieye No selectees, the followin"g
equationmust be satisfied.

N 1Pr1 (X > X11 + N2Pr2AX > X2} = N
, o:

Thus, by simultaneously satitfying (3) and its own
restr'ictions Of fairness, each model will specify the
values of X, and X2.

0

The Bias Models as Selection Models

An extension must be made in each\ of the'
modejs of bias in order' to solve for the predictgr
cutoffs 'XI and X2 in the selection 'procedure
described above.

In the quota model, for each 'group the pro-
portion of the total selected, tho cRibta, is set-at,

...say, pi where

Ni Pri {X > Xi}

Pi
No

(4)

Thus, in each grouP, Xi is set so that (4) is

.satisfied. If there. are 100 applicants frcim group i
arid 50 openings and' the groUp's quota 50% of ,

those selected, thên Xi. mit fae set so that
Pr {X > X.} = .25:'

Under.the regression model, the separate within=
group regression lines are used to -select the No
applicants ;with :t he highest predicted miterjon,. Y.
Therefore at that predicted criterion cutoff point,
Y =,a1 + b1X1 = a2 + b2X2. Thus, X2,can be
expresSed in terms of Xi as'follows:

X2 (at - +104)/b2 .

41 ,

4(5)

Then, for any value of X1, X2 can b'e computeCe
and Pr, {X > X,/ and' Pr2 {X > X2} can be read
from tables of the normal distribution. By sub-
stituting Pri {X .> Xi) into (3), the number of
applicants which would be selected usidg these
values of X, and X2 can be computed. If that

I.

.

4P

..

number 'does hot equal No, a new value of X1 mbst
be selected and the iterative process continues
Until vahles of X1 and X2 which yield precisely No
selectees are found.

Under the Darlington model, the data from the
two groups are combined; and a prediction equa-

, c
tion _for Y is computed usingbOth and.C, where
C is a dithotornous variable in which C = 0 for

-Group.1 (the minoeity grouP), and C = 1 for Group
(the majority group). Then kC is subtracted from

that equation toAive the prediction, equation for .:.
Y-,kC (Darlington, 1971,-p. 81). If - kC
c + dX + eC is the resulting equation then,

and .

,

= .c + dX2 + e
. '

4114.-*

........

eX2 (7)

Thus; as was discussed with the regression model,
uSing an iterative proceduee a pair of probabilitieS
Pr {X > X.) in whith *X, and X2 are reiatedas in'
(7) anc14\vh,joh satisfy (3) can be found.'.

: In the '"\employee's model as described. by
Einhorn \and Bass (1971), the first step i's the
specification of the risk the employer is willing to
take (or he minithal chance of wiccess he wil(
allow in a selectee). Rather than setting the risk
azr;ipri one assumes that the employer wants to fill

No opening and is willing to adjust the risk level
to get them, scr long as the risk is the same.in the
two groups. hertfore, in this specification of the
selection Pro ess, one looks foe predictor cutoff'
points which ill fill the No openings while at the
same time kee ing the employer's risk the same in
both groups.

In equation 4) of Einhorn and Bass (1971, p.
266); die spec fies the risk. by choosing a unit
normal deviate The prObability of a deviate
above that .valu corresponds to the minimum
toleraye chance f success. Rather than specifying
Z

'
one requires inly that Zp = (Yp - Y)/oy,x be

P

0



the same in each gr4up. Again ir;ing V ai +131X1,

one can solve for,X 2 in terms of X, cebefore.r :

Or, {X>X1 ,"Y>Yp.

. -

where ciy,x(i) = Goo r6(i). Then, by .

'finding by iteration the Pair of 'probabilities
Pri IX > Xil which satisfy (8) and (3), the
required cutoff points X, and X2 c'an be found.

With- Thorndike's model, -ont solves (3) .for.
Pr, (X > X;} in terms of Pr2'IX > X;},and
substitutes into (1) t6 bbtain ..

Pr2( X > X2} -

PDX _> X,} follows from ._(1) and the . two

probab i I it iesLirnpl y values of X and X. whichare
the requiredsolution for the Ihorndike model: .

. In the equall opportunity model, eqiiatioris..(2)
and (3) must.413e. iimUltaneously ,The

solUtion acie cporbplished,, by expreising,.the
conditionkl probabilities in (2.) in terms,-of.. joint
probabi I ities by t he wel l-k1;kivirn re latiO6hi

.. . ,

J'.Pr f'X X1 ,'-`:;:".Y
I*: ;:, -

; Pri I X > X I Y }=1. 11.

Pr.; Y>4

can be computed using Pr, f X > XiY> yp}and:
Pri .> Yplfrom "tables of the normal' distribu-
tion. F.rom the bivariate normal tables the value of .-
X.2 yielding a particular PrP: > ,X2;-y > Yokan be
foundil. Them fT- X1 and. X2, Pr, IX > X11,and

X'.> ),21:.dari- be computed. The tteratiOn
Continues until, valUes of Pri CX > Xi}which satitfy
(3) are-found..

The, actual solutions the models prOduce
several . hypOtheticaksituatiOns Will',now be con-
sjdered. Only the last five models wiltbe explicitly

. examined. HoWeVer, the proportions of each group
selected will be presented so that any quota,model
dh be cpmpared with the results 'of the other:*'
models.

Comparison Of Seleotion Models

In Many discuesions of bias in college admissions -

and emplciyment (e.g., Ahattaei; -1968; Bartlett &
O'Leary, 1966), the possibility that the minority
regresion line is-parallel to but above the-majority
line has been of great Concern sipcé the majority.
regression .coUitin.'is,often Used for selection:1r..
both groups. ThuA, the coMparison of the_seleftioQ
'models isjegun by'considerinclfiTs sauation in
Case A.-

HoWever, in:available empirical,studiesinvolVing.
minority racial/ethnic groUpS,, especially in thearea

admissiOiis;',:th:e type-, of equation riust7,,,
eseribeif..is.,Ory rare, Aecording :to thesi:Studies

.ri;'..:rt:i4,0i:iiic'ir,ersc01.06.0::fcir .06

n'linority4:,§i-OU's,.: mar b.e:,.'olte?...mtoilor,

6.:,..iitificirjt,cf..0-94.:neiti'g on botn the predictor
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and the criterion; (2) the slope of the, mipority
regression line may be sinaller than that- for the
majority group, Or the two lines may differ both in
slope arid intercept with the 'ihajority
above tbe minority line in the region of practical
predictions 'and (3) the minority line havinethe
smaller slope or (4) the majority .line having the

-smaller slope. Thus, thelfe fotir'Situatiohs will also
be explored in Cases B, C, D; and .,E in order to
compare the prescriptjons for fairness Of the.
various bias models in commonly found situations.

° Case A

In Case A,' which corresponds to case A of
Thorndike (1971) and:is specified in Figure 1 the
two regression lines are parallel but with different

. intercepts. I n each of the cases considered, the
Minority group is Group-1 and the.,rnajority, Group
2, and 'sefection is required Since there are 500
apPlicants (100 minority and '400 majority) for

00,operlings.

Because the regression lines differ in Case A,
according to the regreSsion model the separate
regression equations must be used to select the 100
students with the' highest predicted grades. Using
(5) we find that X2 = 1 + X1 . Because the means

also difff.r..;by .ond, the standatd normal!, cutoff
Variable Z '= (Xi X)la is the same in the two
groups. Thus, Pr, CZ > Z1} Pr2( Z > Z21 = '
NON, --I- 'N2), and 'one need only use standard
normal tables to f ind" fhe Z above which 20%
[N 0 . 2/IN N' )] of the applicants fall. Since
Pr (Z > 0.842} = .2.0,1.842 '4444ccutoff. For Group
lone must convert back to the origi al scores where
the cutoff becomes.158. Thus, ccording 'to the
regression model, one shoul
group members with test sco
all majority group members

se ect all minority
es above L.158 and,

ove .642, as sum.
Marized in Tathe 1. This proce ure will yield the.
required 100 persons and'will be fair in the sense
that the 100 persorjs with the highest, predicted
ciiteriori scores will be chosen,,

In' the Darlingtontrade-the; minority group is ,

favored prediáting (Y .5C). The -required

Minority .

Y = ,5X + .5
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TABLE 11
1

Results of Selection Models for Five Common Selection Situations

0

Regression , Darlington Employer's Thorndike Equal opporturiity.
model model model model ' model

- : Case A-Parallel 1gression lines, minority intercept larger A. 0
.-- ---- Cutpf f poi.nt -.16 -.90 -.16 -.16 -.16

Minority : Percentage* selected 20.0% - 46.0% 20.0% O20 V; 1
20.0%

Number. Selected 20 . 46 1-------:-.20 . 20 20
. .... , .

i .
. - . e

Cutoff point .84 1.10. .84 .84 .84
Majority; Percentage selected 20.0% 13.6% 20.0% 20.6% 20.0%

Number selected 80 . 54 80 . go i 80

; Case B-ldentical4egression lines, mino`rity means Smaller \
CutOff point.'" .71. ' -.16 . . .71. .11

,.

'Minority: Percentage -selected 4:5% , 20.0% 4.5% ,13.3%- 16.4%
Number; selected, 20 4

.
fr- 13 ' 16

CutOff point ' .71 .84. 71 .78 .81

.Marority : 'Percentage selected' '23.9% , 20.0% .694 ).t.- .21.6% , 20.9%
Number sejected , .. 96 80 96 86 84

. 4.
. . Ji .

'Case C-Different regression slopes, minority slope smaller
.CUtoff pOint , 6i 2.39 .22 3.24. . .84 '-':'.'..-4.,.,:. .60

.

.41.3% . .74.----27.4%Minority :fl. Percentage selected .8% ' .1% . 2043%

'1 Number selected . 41 41 ,,.. 0 ° .::20 . 27
, . 1

Cutoff pointl .68 . 1.05 fi7 .84 . .61
, .., ...

Majority: Percentage selected 24.8% . 14.6% 25.0% 20.0% 18.1%.,
Number selected 99 s ,58 ... 100 80 72

Case D-Aiiffer ent regression slopes and intercepts, minority slope smaller'
Cutoff point 3.00 ' 1.11 3.16 .95 -.47

Minority': Percentage selected 0.0%
.
5.4% . 0.0% 7.4%

Number selected 0 5 0

16.6%
.

17

t . .

Cutoff point .68 , .72 . .67 . .73 ., .81 . .

Majority: Percentage selected 24.8%, 25.0% 23.2% 21.0%. . 23.7%
'Number selected 99 95 100 . 93 84

...

.
,

Case E-Different regression slopes and intercepts, minOritY'siope larger
CUtoff point 1.3 1.34

Minority: Percentage selected 1.7% 3.3%
Number selected 2

Cutoff point 0.69
Majority: Percentage select,ed 24.4%

Number selected 97

1.57 , : 5 .80 w

1.9% 7,4% 9.7%
3 2 7 . lb

.1
.

1,..r.
4.

.70 - 0.69 .73 .76 .
(.

24.1% 24.5% ' 1 23.2.%` : 22.5%
96 98 93 ' 90

8

.
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prediction equation, following the procedure
described by Darlington (1971, p. 81), is Y .5C =
.5 + .5X 1.0C. By equation (7) one finds that
X2 = X1 + 2.0. Solving iteratively one findsthat
predictor cutoff points of .90. for the minority
group and 1.10 for the majority group produce the
desired 100 selectees. Thus,, 46% of the minority
group,and 13.6% of the majority group would be
selected by this procedure as given in Table 1.

In the case of the employer's model, equation
(8) reduces to X2 = 1 + X1 which implies that
Pr2 > .Z21 = Pr, {Z > Z = 20, using (3).
Consequently, as with the regression model Z, =
Z2 = .842 and in terms of. raW Scores X, = .158
and X2 = .842. This procedure is fair according to
the employer's model because all those chosen
have above a certain minimum probability of
success. .In Case A that pfobability can be com-
puted by.cornputing Zp and care be shown to bel
.69. Thus, any person with a probability of Tccess
above .69, regardless of grotip rnemberhtn. is
seleCted.

In the Thorndike moiiel since Pr, f Y > Y } 7
P

Pr2 1 Y> Y .} from (9) we sethat'Pr, { X > X1} .p

ost

Of.

'
(I

1.5c(i)/

/...I GO)*

.rxy(i)

'IV(i)

004

Minority

7 Lu

1.0

0.5

0.5

:6

Majority

0.0

1.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

Y = 0.0
P

N, = 100, N2 = 400, No 7 loo

0.0

.70.5

(
6

Pr2 { X > X2 } = .20; and. again .158 and
.842 are the predictor cutoff points, respectively,
required to achieve /a fair procedure. Under this'
model the procedUre considered fair
since thefl ratio :of success probabilities;
Pr, .{ Y > Y.p } /Pr2 Y > = 1.0, ,is equal
to the ratio of the selection probabilities,
Pr, { X > 1581 Mrzi X .842 } =

For the equal opportlini`iy Model, When r =xy(1)
rx,i_ and Pr, { Y .> = Pr2 Y > then

'!2
Zi = Z2; and the same result as,in the other three
models is found berk.also. I.o..this model, the result
is considered fair because the-potentially successful
members of the minority group have a probability
of .31 of being selected as do the potentially
successfu I .major it y members. .

Case B

In Case B the consideration of situations.com-
..

monly found in empirical Studies of racial/ethnic
minorities is beguri7 Case, B corresponds to Thorn-
dike's (1971) case B and is presented in Figure 2.
Because -the regression lines are identical, according

%I

Minority a.nd *majority. -

Y = .5X

-1

.-1.0 0.0
4

-

Fig. 2. Case B in whicii the regression lines are identical for the two groups but with lower minority group means."--,
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to the regression,cmodel one needs select only 'die
highest 'predicted grades or equivalently the higbes

test score-S."0(2 = X.; by (5)). A predict& ctitting
score .of :71 in each group provi es the-100
selectiOns: Of course, since the nii rity group has'
lower .test scOres, only 4.5r of the rpirioritYgroup
are selected while 23.9% of the majority applicants.,

are accepted. The action is deemed fair because the
same action is taken with all 'perSops with equ.l
criterion predicted scores regardless of group..
membership,

In the Darlingtoo model; with k .5 again in
order to -favor' ihe minority group, the test. cutoff

' points ara. ..16 and .84 for the minority and
majority groups, respectively. Thus, 2G% Of each-
group would be selected 'by this procedu;

Under the employer's model, the cutoff.points
are .71 for theL_minoritygroup and for. the

--Majority group just as in the regression model. The
same cutoffs for the groups here isspre equal
minimum probabilities of success . among the
selected memb.ers Of both groups. In this casez,the
minimilim chance of sucCess ofthose selected is
.66.

Since the success ratio of the 1m or'ty to
majority group. is .617 in Case B, under the
Thorndike model 'cutoff points of .11 and .78 are
chosen beCause they provide 100 persons and a
selection ratio of :617 as required. Thus, according
to thi4 idea of fairness, 13.3% of the .minority
group and 21.6% of the majoilty group are
selected, giving considerably more minority group
members than either the regression or employer's
mode I. ,

Cutoff points of .02 in the mi
.81 in the majority group give
equal probabilities of selectio
successful applicants in both gro

and

ority group and
00 selectees
for potentially
ps. Thus, these

cutoff points are prescribed by the equal oppor-i
tunity MOdel. The computa.fons,required for theij
equal opportunity model in ase B are illustrated
in Table 2. Under this model, still More minoritY
group members are chosen, 16.4%;. and in both
groups Pri{X> Xi I Y > Yp} = .32.

Thus, in Case B in spite' of equal regressiOn
equations in the two groups, the different defini-,

-

tions of, fairness call, for, dramatically different
selection procedures as can be seen from the

_

summary in Table 1. Mary more-minority students
would be selected under Darlington's iniodel,
Thiorndike's model, and the equal opportunity
model than underothe regression model and the
employer's model.

Case C

In . Case C the sl. es of' the regression of
criterion on tests ffer in the two groups as shown
in Figure 3, a the basic results for eadh of the
five models a reported in Table 1.

Very few students are selected in the
regression and e p oyer's models because of the
small slope of regression, line in th.t group.
When the slope is small, predicted scores are lo* as
are tile chanCes of a person with a high test sbore
achieving a. particular criterion stOre. Considerably
more minority students vvould_be ,selected under
Darlington's model; Thorndike's model,.and the
equal opportunity model. In fact, When the means
and variahCes of the groups are equal .as in Case C,
under the equal opportunity model a higher
prpportion of minority grOup than majority group
members are selected precisely because of the' sm a I I

slope of the line in that group. If 'only a poor
predictor is available, proportionately more appli-
cants w91 have to.be Selected to, insuee that. the
potentally successful ones have the, same oppor-,
tunity for selection as members Of a group with a'
larger regression slope.

Case D

In Case D the situation is exerriined in which
both the slopes and the interCepts of *the regression
lines of the groups differ, wip the majorjty line
above the minority line in the region of practical
interest and-with a larger majority slope as sliOwn
in Figure 4. f he results for each of the selection
models are given in Table 1. In Casce. D nO minority

group members would be selected under the
regression 'or., ployer's models even thOudh"
15.9% or die rTinori ty .gro'up could sucnCeed- if

'

1

t-,.
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TABLE 2,

Computations for tpe Equal Opportunity Model in Case B

Y -
, P 12Y(1) -

= 0
Y-(2)P .111/ :

0.0

,

t

. -

'

?

. i
r y( .1)

.5

0.5
. ,

rxy(2). (15

Z1 0 L1
. .

I-2 Pr(1)4
.368 -0.18

.264 0.33

.178 , 0.73

.
oi Pr(2)-,. -

.

..

0.00

0.50

0.90

.227 ..

.163

-110

0.50-

0.31

0.18

-Oa 64

0.161

0.57 ,

0.37

0.23

. 0.209,

. 0.206

278

'179

110

0.98 .1.00. '7162 0.81 j 100.0
.

0.99
., ,

,:O98 1 .159 0.82 98.T.

Z1 = .0.98 X1 =.

2 = 6.81 L)' x2 0.81

r
4

',Sri > > t100. Pr2{X> 0.81, Y>0.0}
..324

yr) >.0.5) . .,3085

o .

is

Pri > 0.01

;

'9

Note, L1 = Pri{ X > X1. y > YpY taker2 from National Bureau of Standards (1959..pp. 52-53) .V.

1-2 = [PT; 1.,...,;(1) }11.41 > Ypl L (.51.3085)L := 1..62 .L . fr
Pr(i).. > Xi'l.
No .= .N

1

P
r
(1) N Pr(2) 100..Pr(1) + 400 Pri
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MinoritY Majority.

ilx(i) 0.0 0.0

1.0
.

rxy(i) 0.2 0.7

. -
. py(i)

GYM 1.0 % 1.0'1

Y.

0.0

Y = 0.0
P

100, N2. = 400, N = 100
o ,

J

'Fig. 3. Case C jn which the two groups differ in the slope of the regression lines', with the minority
slope smaller.

o

Majority
Y = .7X

0.0

e. 410

'84"1

Minbrity Majifity '
, .

0.5 0.0

1.9 Y .0

' 0.6

0.0

1.0 1.0

Y = 0.0

= 100, N2 = 490, N = 100

0.0

-Lb

,

-

_Majority.
Y = .6X

vok

.5 0.0

Y = .4X .8
Minority

X

Fig. 4. Case I) in which both the ilopes and intercepts of the regression lines differ': witb:the.minOr,ity
slope smaller.

r

o 0 Co,



selected, B4 contrast, if equal opportuniw fo
selection .were granted the potentially successful
minority members, 17% of them would be

selected.10ne :should note that.even the Darlington
model which explicitly favors the minority group
on the predicted criterion score does not require
the selection of as many minority applicants as
required by the equa opoOrtunity model.

Case E

. Case E is similar to Case D.except that in Case E
"the sloPe of the majorit9 regression liner is srhaller
than that of /he minority group as shown in Figure
5. The increasirin the minority slope results in the,
selection of two mincrity group members un4ere
the regression .and employer'S models compaled
with no selections in Case D, 4s-can be seen in :

Table 1. However,' the two Models still do not
provide equal opportunity to potentially sucCessful
minority members and neither does Darlington's

. model nor Thorndike's model as 10 minority

Mx(i)

. .

'Minority

v.

Major(ty
410

0.0

cer)

°x(i) 1.0 1.0

rxy(i) 0.6 0.4

1 0
, . 0.0 0.0

1.0 1.0 1.0

Yp = 0.0

= 100, N2 = 400, No = .100
a

_

members must be selected to provide equial oppor-
(tunity. Thus, even in some :ituations in which

prediction is betfer in the Minority group than in
the majority group but there ard differences in the
means, the, regresiion and employer's model's may1
be unfair to miierity members according to the
equal opportunity model.

AeVersals of Minority and. Majority Data in the
Five Cases

Even though the 6.ses examinedAre ,those of
most importance in ihe considerations et bias
against racial/ethnic., minorities, Ae selection
models apply t.-.) any identifiable groups in which .

other. relationships of regiession lines may Occur.

, 4Consequei tly, the reversals of Minority and major-
ity data in the fiye cases ire briefly examined here
in order to illustrate -the effects of the various
models of bin in a wider vaiiety of si1u4rons..The
results fors. eath of the model's fOr thekersed data
are given in Table 3.

Majority
Y = .4X

.6' 0.0

.4,

= .6X .7

Minority

Fig. 5. Case E in which both the slopes and interceptS of the regression lines differ, with the minority slope larger,
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TABLE 3

_3

0

Results of Selection Models When Minority 'and Majority Data Are Reversed in the Five Cases '

Regression

model

. -
.

Darlington Employer's l'horndike Equal oPportunity
A

, .

. model model model model
A

..

, ,Case A Reversed-Parallel regression ;ines, minority intercept smaller
Cutoff point -

Minority: Percenthge selected

. Number selected

Cutoff point .
Majori ty. Percentage selected

Number selected:

.10.
46.0%

20 46
p

.84 . .84 .84
.20..6% " 20.0% 20..0%

20 20 20

-.16 .10 . -.16
° 20.0% 6.. 13.6% ' 20.0%

BO,'
.

54 80

Ca% B Reversid-ldwlical regression lines, minority means larger
. ,, 1 ,

-.-.16
20.0%

80,

.

2'0.0%

80

' Cutoff point .10 -.55 .10 .56 .71

Peccentage selected .. 46.0°4 70.9% 46;0%
Nurer selected .6

.....

46 71 -r. 46
..

1
-

Cutoff point . .:10 .45 . . .10
Majority: Pdrcentage select. ed 13.6% - 7:4% M 14.6%

Nurnber_selected 54 4 s 29 . ' 54
' . ' , !

%

Case C Reversed-Different regression slopes, minorly slope larger,4 ..
Cutoff point .. .29 -.34 .22

.
Minority: Percentage selected 38.4% 63.36/o 41.3°/:

Number setected -... . 38 : 63 41 .

. ..
utoff point ,- 1.02 - 1.33 1.06-

4
Majority r ercentage selected 15.4% 9.26/0 14.5%.

Number selected 62 37 58
A .:

Case D Reversed-Different regressions slopes and intercepts, minorlig slope larger
. . Cutoff point S -.65 -1.38 j -.59

Minority: Percentage selected .74.2% 91.6% 72.2%
..I.

Niimber selected 74 92 72

110 .

Cutoff. point 1.025 1.53
,

Majority: Pi.rcentageselected 6.4% 2.1%
c

Number selected . 25 .8
..

0

Case E Reversed-Different slop. es and intercepts,

.99

It6.9%.27

minority s:npe smaller:
.-.46
67.7%

643

Cutoff point -.43 -.97 s °

( Minority: Percentage selected 66.6% 83.4%
Number selected 67 83

Cutoff point 138 123
Majority: Percentage selected 8.4%

Nuljber selected
034'

- 17

440

8.1%

32

,

28.8%
29

-.08
17.4

71

.84
20.0%

<,

A. k

.
.

w
. .

23.9%

24

'
-.12
19.0%

76'

1.08

14.0%

------

' 1

.

r

1

20 -14'

.84 .76

21.3%
. 80 85

.15 .72 .

44.1% 23.6%
44 24 ;

, .62 .37

14.0%. 19.1%
56 76

.15. .40.
44.1% 34.5%

44-

.62 .48

0

c

14.0% " 16.3%
56 ,65'



L'When the data ip 'Case A are reversed, for each
of the models except barlingtoQ's model, the
cutoff points are simply reversed al: nd, as before,
20o of each group is selected. The cutoff points
under Darlington'Tmodel change because the
combined grodp :regression line is altered-b-y-,the
reversal, and even a lar6er number of 'minority
appltcants woultnr- selected under that mo
than originally in Case.A.

In, the reversal Of data in .the remaining cases,1 -

even thoirg6 the two, cutofepoints niaintain, the
same -relatirkithip under the regression and employ-
er's models as specified by ecjuoion's-(51 and18),
respectiVely, the particular pair of cutOf points/
which yield 100 selectees differs from each case to
its reversal. Thus, in Case Ei the cutoff pOints,of .71
in each grOup provide 100 selectees, but when the
data are reverted; qutoff points of £.10 in eachm

ligrgup re required under both models to provide
100111 tees.

In t e , last 'four. original cases (B through E),
horndike's niOdel and the equal opportunity

moder prescribed the. Selectiorl_of-rnore minority
group rneml_f s-in-eath-Case than the regression or
eniploSier's models. However, when the ,data are r
reversed, cases in which tho regression and employ-
er's models are unfair (br Thorndike's definition
and fhe equni O'Pportunity deiinition) to the
majority groim are illus ated.

. Chances -of Selection f PoterWally Successful
Applicants and Expected Striccess Rates

- Table 4 gives the-chances for-selection which,the
potentially successful applicants have under each .

model in each of ihe five ceiginal. cases: As is clear

,

TABL1 49

Potentially Successful Applicanti' Chances of Selection
' A.

' Pri >xi I 12 Nip},

Rwession DarlingtOn
model Model

Employer's
model

Thorndike
model

Equal opportunity
model

Case A-Parallet regression linei, minority intercept larger
Minority .63 .31 .31 ' .31
Majority .22 .31 .31 .31

.Case B-Identical regr ssion lines, minority means smaller -
S.

Minority .10 .38 . 1 0 11;'; .27 .

Majority .36 ..31 .36 .34 .32

r

Case C-Different regression slopes, minority slope smaller. . N.

Minority .01 :47 _At .25 .33
Majority .43 .21 .44 .36 .. .33

`;',

Case p-Different regreSsion slopes and intercepts, minority slope smaller,
Minority .14 Afb .18 .35a.,t74'

Majority AO .38 .40 .38 .35

Case E-Different.regression slopes and intercepts, minority slope larger
Minority. .08 .14 --
Majority ..35, .34



b.

from that table, potentially successful minority
applicants have\ almost no chance of selection
under the regression and .employer's models in
Cases C :and D. \iheir Chances of selection are
better under the DIIINgton model than for their
'cohorts in the matortty group in Cases Ai. B, and C
but poorer than majo\rOy applicants in cpses D and
E. Only under the 'equal opportunity rnodel are

\.those chances.the same rteach group in each case.
The' different models \also yield selectees with

different chancei,of success once in the institution t
or on the job. The, Proportion' of se lectms who will
succeed is a Alg of great iMportance the

selecting .institutir n that the Institutinii see to

4 , to-

mipimize failures. An overall expected success rate
isohe selected group can 11)obtained by comput:
ing Pri {Y > Y IX> Xi}. By assuming bivariate
norrnalitI of X Y, the required probability carf
be computed usi tables of the bivariate normal
distribution. Thq expected' succass rates thus:
computed' are re orted in Table 5.

. As can be seen from Table 5, although there are
different expected setccess rates in .the, minority
and majority groups, the overall expected 'success
rates differ" very little. The most difference occurs.
in 'Cases C and D although 'the drop.frorn the
employer's model to the equal opportunity mojel

"nly .88 to .81 in Case C and ..8 1 t o .75 !ri Case D.

, A

TABLE 5 .

Expecied Success Rates of Sele.cteps

Pr {Y > Yp I > Xi}

Regression . Darlington
model \model

Case A-Parallel rezression

Minority
Majority
Overall

- 8

lines, minor)ty !ntercept larger
.18

.78 ..
.78- .

Case B-Identicafregression lines, minority means smaller ,

,70

.70

,76

Minorit),
Majority
'Overall

Case C-Different regression slopes, minor it ope sm a l ler

$

dase D-Differe

Minorhy
Majorftyf

verall,

.71

, .81
.87

t

Employer's Thorndike
model model .

Equal opportunity
. model

.68 .78

. 8 2 ', kr:Vi7
. .

r

.5§

.78
74

.57

.92
.77

sio n slppes arid intercePts, minority slope smaller
Minority
Majority
Overall

.55 .42

.81 ' .82

.81 .80,
Tr,

E-Different regression slopes and intercepts; mknority slope larger
Minority
Majority
Overall

.72

,71 .71
.71 .7.1

- "71

4

' .77
.88.
.88

. .58
.81

.78

.78

.64'

.78

. .75

.61

.89

;60
.90
.81

z.



Discussion-
The preceding examples bring into focus the

cdrerences in the idea of fairness used in each of
the models examined. ,In addition, because the
hypothetical cases a-re realistic irflititions of many
common selection situations, the examples show
the actual different effects to be expected from
using the different models in selection.

Both the quota model and the Darlington-model
use an explicittatement (*value associated with
the selection of members of some group over
another group. TAus when social values dictate that

..somegroup be favored in the selection process:
each ,of these models provides NmeanS of imple
menting those ;alues. While 'both\ models rnayille
usefvl. in some' situations, their applications are
limited by the a priori favoritism and the fect that
they place "other factors above the importance of
the criterion: In cases in which selection' involves
cost and effort and then possible failure, the stkial
good of selection must be carefully balanceii
against the possible negative effect of, large-sc,ale-

.,

failure. ,I n the quota model and Darlington model,
in the concern with' the °Value Of selection the
importance of the Criterion may be overlooked:

In the regression model ed. empleyer's _model,
the concern is solely wiIh'ihe impOrtance of the
.criteoion at the expense of ideas of Jairnes:i to the
applicant. .Both models provide high expected
success rates among tt-ie selectees and are therefore
advantageous to the, selecting. institution, but the
applicant may see :little advantage in them. The
pPtentially successful applicant's concern is that he
have a' fair chance of selection regardless of the
group of.. which he isa merrder* In ,cases in which
the regression, line for his group is such that even
though he could suCceed he will have less-chance of

ct ion than members of other groups, no select-
/mg institution's cop:.:ern with selection of appli-

cants with' highest predicted criterion scores will
receive Much sympathy. And wherr poor prediction
in his group is the cause of his chances of selection

:being lowered, the applicant will rightly blame the
institution for its .fa i lure to find a good pred ictor-

sitUation .for which the applicant skould not be
penalized.

,2.

,

In many situaions rights of the pcitentially
successful' applicanu to fairness should be of
primary concern: Under the egual'. opportunity
model su:li applicants are guaranteld equal chance
of select ion regard less of group 4membersh ip .-Th is
procedure places the burden of improving predic-
tion on tta..selecting ,institution and even al lows for
the useff different predictors in-different groups.
If present tests tend to Work ridorly in predicting
criterion s'cores for minority mernbers, under the
equal opportunity mOdel the selecting institution
must .COmpensatrOor the poor PVedictors. by

i2
selectingrnore, ndI fewer, rnine,Qty studenas. I

It' 2hrIbuTcrbe nOted that the ival opp3rtunity
model does n.,ot eliminate or. de-emphasize thd Use
of testq ok-,:ither predictor variables in the Lection
process. ,ihp fact, under .this model the' seleCting
institution, and the potentially successful applicant
both benefit from the use of better tests o'r other
predictors within each group. However, use of this
model should prmride an important step in the
direotion of insuring minority group members that
their rigkits are not being subverted bi tests chosen
by and constructeq bY Majority greoup member's.

:Conclusions

The selection,procedure most commonly used is
the regression model. 'Ow Model was designed to
meet the needs of the selecting institution to select
successful persons. Where a, large investment of
money or time is Made in *each individual seljcted,
the, institution,naturally seeks those most likely to

. ,
succeed. As can be seen in the exaMples considered
here, both the regression model and the employer's
model directly meet these needs of the electing
institution..

However, it seems likely that the applicant's
rights will be ruled . dominant to those of the
selecting institution by many people, especially
when .the. investment is not prohibitive. Certainly
in the field f edUcation and other areas' Ln which
the spcial be eits of selection are considerable,
fairness pa the applic Int is very iMportant, especial-
ly when fairness and equal opporttinity mean 'not,-
the-fopportunity to fail but the opportunity- to

--,----
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gpt

succeed as under the equal opportunity model.
When public institutions ,slich as government

/agencies or public colleges and -universities are the/
selecting institutions; it becomes exen more ditfil
cult to argue that the institution's right to success/

-

ful selectees eXceeds the potentially, successful
applicant's right to the same chance Of selection
regardless of his group membership:

. In some situations cultural-social yalties may be
judged dominant to this right to equal opportu-
nity. Howeer, in the cbmmon selection situations
encountered in enwirical studies of bias in selec-

,

tiOn of rcicial/ethnic minority members as illus-
trated in Cases B through E, even the use of the
equal.oppOrtunity mcidel will have a decided cocial
effect in providing for the selection of more

4.
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monly used mOdqli of bias 'in many selection
situations. ekt the same time the model does not
dramatically reduce the expected simcess rate
among those, .selecied-a major concerri of the

selecting imtitution--7in the commpn situations
considered here. Therefore; it is concluded that the .

equal opportunity model should be° widely
implemented -in many college and emeiloyment
selection situationi.
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